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Introduction



•  Software Defined •  Control •  QoS •  Fluctuation •  Functions Virtualization •  Resource Management Optimization •  Scalability •  Customization •  Complementary -> software defined + virtualization
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Software Defined



•  Moves traditional computing functions and processes from hardware to software-based approaches. •  SD replaces the components that had previously been implemented or manufactured in hardware by using software in embedded systems, computers, or servers. •  SD changes traditional hardware architectures from a hardware model to a software model. •  SD allows hardware to incorporate software quality attributes directly into the hardware platform
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Definitions • Software Architecture (SA) is an abstracted, high level/structured view (blueprint) which has visible components and meets all of the technical and operational requirements while optimizing common quality attributes • Software Design however takes the high level concepts from architecture and applies concrete details so that software can be implemented. How Internal Components Interact with each other.
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Definitions • Hardware - made up of components can be touched and are physical in nature. • Software - Software is a collection of computer programs, procedures, and documentation that perform some task on a computer system. Made up of instructions and code. Cannot be touched. Soft in the sense created, modified, or erased on the computer. • Infrastructure: refers to the physical equipment used to build data centers and networks.
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SD Principles



•  Hierarchical model •  2-3 layers or planes •  Data Plane •  Control Plane •  Applications
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Data Plane



•  •  •  • 



Basic mechanisms Programmability, customizability, configurability Data path Independent, distributed operations
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Control Plane



•  •  •  • 



Control policies and strategies Makes decisions Centralized The control plane functions include the system configuration and management
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Virtualization To Virtualize a resource means to create an abstraction of it. §  To make appear a “resource” as if it was something else We can refer to a §  Software resource: •  eg.: OS, services, data §  Physical resource:



•  eg., processing, storage, memory



Virtual Resources Virtualization Technology Physical Resources Salvatore Distefano
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A first definition of Virtualization



“A framework or methodology of dividing the resources of a computer hardware into multiple execution environments, by applying one or more concepts or technologies such as: §  hardware and software partitioning §  time-sharing §  partial or complete machine simulation, emulation, §  and others.”
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Virtualization Concepts



Virtual resources are presented to clients Virtualization layer maps virtual resources to a set of managed resources §  Managed resources are often physical resources §  Managed resources may be virtual resources when multiple



virtualization layers are stacked



Virtual resources may provide §  The same interface of physical resources §  A different interface (emulation) Salvatore Distefano
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Virtualization Concepts



The mapping may happen between §  One on One



•  E.g. one virtual resource corresponds to a physical resource §  One virtual resource and many resources



Aggregation E.g. Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID)



§  Multiple virtual resources and a single resource



Sharing •  E.g. Virtual Memory
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Aggregation



Virtual  Resources



Virtualization  Layer Resources



•  Pool of resources presented as a single one •  Benefits: scalability, reliability, simplicity
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Sharing



Virtual  Resources



Virtualization  Layer Resources



•  Present multiple, smaller resources multiplexing access to a single resource •  Time or space multiplexing •  Benefits: isolation, flexibility, resource management
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Software Defined Technologies • Software Defined Radio- SDR • Software Defined Computing (Virtualization) • Software Defined Networking- SDN • Software Defined Storage - SDS • Software Defined Data Center- SDDC • Software Defined Everything • Software Defined Environment • Software Defined and Virtualized Ecosystems
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Software Defined Radio-SDR • Devices that wirelessly transmit or receive signals in the radio frequency (RF) to transfer audio, video and data. • Most modern products such as computers, cell phones, vehicles, remote controls, televisions, tactical radios and other wireless devices use software defined radio technology • Originally, radios did not have software and were made up of components and hardware such as receivers, speakers, mixers, amplifiers, etc. • SDR technology works by defining or replacing hardware and physical layer functions such as tuning, antenna diversity, down conversion, synchronization, modulation and demodulation using software where possible.
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Software Defined Radio Continued • Modern radios use computers or embedded systems and controlling software to “define” that radio’s operation or how it works. • Software and the hardware components have become independent. • Hardware platform is now influenced by the software development since it can be updated via software.
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Benefits and Advantages of SDR • Interoperability-adaptable, reconfigurable and multifunctional in terms of modes of operations, radio frequency bands, and waveforms used Example-2.5G, 3G, and 4G. • SDR technology offers the promise of global roaming or the ability for cellular customers to make calls anywhere • services/features can be added to legacy subscriber handsets using software updates • allows new products and application to be developed rapidly
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SDR Benefits and Advantages



• Software can also be reused across products and devices which reduces development cost. • Software updates allow bugs and security flaws to be fixed which reduce time and costs associated with operation and maintenance. • Service Providers - It enables the use of a common radio platform for multiple markets which significantly reduces logistical support and operating expenditures
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SDR Architectures
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SDR Architecture



Figure  4  Wireless  Innovation  Forum  (2012).  Wireless  Innovation  Forum  Generalized  Functional   Architecture  [Image].  Retrieved  from  http://www.wirelessinnovation.org/introduction_to_sdr  
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Software Defined Computing



•  Data Plane: basic processing capabilities •  Programmable •  Interoperable (WSDL, SOAP, REST,…) •  Control Plane •  Management, •  Placement •  Composition, and orchestration
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Computing Functions Virtualization



•  Virtualization decouples the CPU and Memory power from the physical hardware. •  Originally developed for clients and servers but has since moved to networks, storage, applications and data centers. •  Software executed on virtual machines is separated from underlying hardware resources by hypervisor software. •  The hypervisor causes the operating system appear so that the host's processor, memory, and other resources are all to itself •  The hypervisor causes the operating system appear so that the host's processor, memory, and other resources are all to itself. •  Each virtual machine contains applications and operating systems that are isolated and separated.
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Benefits and Advantages



•  • 



• 



•  • 



Virtualization allows multiple operating systems and applications to be run on a host server at the same time. Virtualization improves server utilization since machines can now be used to their full capacity which can reduce costs since fewer servers are needed. Reduces Power and Cooling. Virtualization enables better management, resource provisioning, speed, and flexibility and since virtual machines are similar to self-contained files Enables testing and deployment Improves Disaster Recovery and Availability
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Virtualization Architecture
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Virtualization Architecture
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SDC + Computing Functions Virtualization = Cloud computing Merge and implement both paradigms
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Software Defined Networking - SDN



• Software Defined Networking (SDN) involves moving networking functions such as routing, switching, and security from networking hardware to software based approach. • Control is decoupled from hardware and given to a software application called a controller. • bridge between older networking equipment and legacy applications that enables and supports new network or cloud services
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Characteristics of SDN (a)  SDN involves separating the data plane from the control plane, (b) SDN provides a single view and the ability to configure entire network, (c) SDN separates and abstracts the network, granular traffic control, and (d) offers the ability to program through interfaces which allows for new apps and services for the network.
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How SDN works



•  •  •  • 



Control Plane-signaling traffic and is responsible for routing. Builds routing Tables. Brains. Data Plane-carries user traffic and is responsible for packet and frame forwarding in the device. Muscles Management- Handles Functions In a classical router or switch, the fast packet forwarding (data path) and the high level routing decisions (control path) occur on the same device.
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SDN and Openflow



•  • 



•  •  • 



SDN and OpenFlow are not routing and switching since routers and switches still operate the same way. An OpenFlow switch separates these two functions into the data path portion which still resides on the switch and the high-level routing decisions that are moved to a separate controller or standard server The control plain is extracted from the network. The OpenFlow switch and controller communicate via the OpenFlow protocol which is secured using SSL/TLS. Flow-Server and clients communicate by creating stream of packets from a source to destination that is commonly known as flow.
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Equipment and Protocols used in SDN



(a) Traditional switches and routers, (b) SDN controller (server), (c) OpenFlow or another SDN Protocol, e.g. OpenDaylight (d) a secure channel, (e) application east and west traffic, (f) programmable interfaces- north and southbound, and (g) applications.
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SDN Architectures



Figure 5 Stanford.Edu, & McKeown, N. (2010, January 5). Image [Scope of Openflow Switch Specification]. Retrieved from http://yuba.stanford.edu/cs244wiki/index.php/Overview Salvatore Distefano



SDN Architectures



Figure 6    Salisbury, B. (2012, June 10). Image [SDN Stack]. Retrieved from http://networkstatic.net/the-northbound-api-2/
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SDN Architectures



Figure 7 Ferro, G. (n.d.). Image [Northbound and Southbound APIs]. Retrieved from http://etherealmind.com/northbound-api-southbound-api-eastnorth-lan-navigation-in-anopenflow-world-and-an-sdn-compass
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SDN Architectures



Figure 8 SIGCOMM HotSDN' (2012, August 13). [Modern OF/SDN Architecture]. Retrieved from http://conferences.sigcomm.org/sigcomm/2012/slides/sdn/session1/03-hotsdn12routeflow-120812-final.pdf
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SDN Benefits and Advantages



•  •  • 



• 



Management- Centralized management console. Changes can be made in real time to networking equipment. Network becomes a standardized software environment or OS instead of using the switch operating system. Network also becomes a development platform that creates a market for innovative software function such as security, QoS, traffic engineering, multi-tenancy management, network monitoring are examples Commoditize networking equipment to a server model which has lower pricing, support, marketing, sales cost, SLA
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Network Functions Virtualization (NFC)
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Software Defined Storage - SDS



• SDS is an approach to data storage in which the programming that controls storage-related tasks is decoupled from the physical storage hardware • Managed and automated by intelligent software as opposed to by the storage hardware itself • SDS abstracts typically store functions such as raid, volume management, data management, replication, snapshots from storage hardware and move these functions to software controller functionality which can be loaded on any commodity server and can be placed anywhere in the network • Provides flexibility for configuration and the ability to drive down hardware costs by substituting equivalent hardware platforms
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SDS Architecture



Figure 9 Hollis, C. (2012, November 7). [Software Defined Storage]. Retrieved from http://chucksblog.emc.com/chucks_blog/2012/11/emc-technology-directions-1.html
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Software Defined Data Center- SDDC



A software-defined datacenter is an IT facility where the elements of the infrastructure: servers, networking, storage, security are virtualized and delivered as a service
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Software Defined Everything



• In Software-Defined Everything, (SDE or SD*) the computing infrastructure is virtualized and delivered as a service. In a SDE environment, management and control of the networking, storage and/or computing infrastructure is automated by intelligent software rather than by the hardware components of the infrastructure. • Deployment, provisioning, configuration and operation of the entire infrastructure is abstracted from hardware and implemented through software. • Automated by software which means hardware configuration is maintained through intelligent software systems • Every low-level infrastructure component in a data center can be provisioned, operated, and managed through an API
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Benefits and Advantages of SDDC



• Resources are deployed automatically from pools, speeding the time to application rollout and providing an unprecedented degree of flexibility in the data center architecture. • Minimizes IT Spend: The SDDC makes use of commodity x86 hardware, cutting capital spend and reducing on-going maintenance expenses compared to proprietary solutions. • Functions are performed by software running on commodity x86 servers.
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SDDC Architecture



Figure 10 Hollis, C. (2012, November 7). Image [Software Defined Data Center]. Retrieved from http://chucksblog.emc.com/chucks_blog/2012/11/emc-technology-directions-1.html
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Software-defined datacenter



Processing
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API



File System Security Scheduler
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Datacenter Operating Systems Intelligent Workload Placement



Composable Resource Pools



Datacenter Facilities Salvatore Distefano



Software Defined Infrastructure



Services Delivery



App A



App B



App D



App C



Orchestration Software



Infrastructure Attributes



Network



ORCHESTRATED PLACEMENT Orchestration software integrates the resource pools into centrally controlled and programmable management environments



COMPOSABLE RESOURCE POOLS Network, Storage and Compute elements are abstracted into resource pools



Resource Pool Storage



AUTOMATED PROVISIONING & START-UP Policy based automation provides dynamic provisioning and service assurance as applications are optimally deployed and maintained



Compute



Significant areas of collaboration at every level *Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Intel Confidential



SDDC Architecture



Figure 11 Diaz, A., Ferris, C., & IBM (2013, July 23). Image [The emerging open cloud architecture]. Retrieved from http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/cloud/library/cl-openarchitecture/
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Software Quality Attributes



A quality attribute is as “a measurable or testable property of a system that is used to indicate how well the system satisfies the needs of its stakeholders.” Microsoft defines quality attributes as “the overall factors that affect runtime behavior, system design, and user experience. They represent areas of concern that have the potential for application wide impact across layers and tiers.”
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Benefits and Advantages of SD Technology



1. Flexibility- new applications, features, and services can be added upgraded to all these technologies using software updates. The hardware becomes a development platform that creates a market for innovative software and applications. 2.  Interoperability- functions become more easily adaptable, reconfigurable and multifunctional in terms of protocols and radio frequencies. One does not have to buy new hardware since you can upgrade the software and firmware. 3.  Development- which has faster development cycles, lower investment costs, easier trial and error approaches, and potential applications can be developed. Common software platform architecture which allows new products and application to be developed rapidly. Software can also be reused across products and devices which reduces development cost. Salvatore Distefano



Continued



4.  Reliability- Software is inherently more reliable that hardware. Bugs and security vulnerabilities can be fixed via patches and updates 5.  Management- Centralized in software-based controllers maintain a global view of the network, servers, storage and data center. Changes to devices can be made quickly and pushed out in near real-time. Every low-level infrastructure component in a data center can be provisioned, operated, and managed through an API
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Continued



6.  Cost - IT departments can buy heterogeneous storage hardware choosing whatever is best value (in terms of price, reliability or any other criterion) then buy and use the software that provides the features they need 7.  Programmability- since software defined uses software quality attributes can be programmed and coded to meet the needs of the platform and product. Most quality attributes should be possible to add in hardware products. 8.  Other Quality Attributes
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Conclusion •  •  • 



•  • 



Allows software quality attributes to be directly implemented in hardware platform. Changes model from hardware to software Software quality attributes have resulted in many benefits and advantages that would not be possible in hardware alone and has created new technologies such as Virtualization, SDR, SDN, SDS, and the SDDC Everything in the Data Center has the potential to be software defined. Less hardware will be needed as more functions and processes are able to be done in software and everything becomes software defined.
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